Fragrance and cosmetic workshops
Our training courses are designed for:

- Those who are passionate about the enchanting world of fragrances.
- The enthusiasts who want to acquire a basic knowledge of the olfactory or cosmetic field, strengthen their personal creative capacity,

Flowers, fruits, leaves, roots... please discover the precious gifts of nature and their applications in:

- Fragrances
- Natural Fragrances
- Cosmetic applications
1 – Beginner’s courses

a. Fragrance Summer School
This **2 weeks** workshop will allow you to discover the spellbinding world of industrial perfumery.

Discovery of the main raw materials, natural and synthetic, creation of simple accords, basics of the formulation. Visits to growers and composition laboratories.

*Location: Grasse – Duration: 2 weeks – Period: June to September (5 sessions) – Price: 2300 €*

b. Natural Fragrance & Cosmetic
This **2 weeks** workshop is dedicated to natural products. The first week, you will discover the main natural raw materials used for fragrance compounding, you will create simple accords and a full natural fragrance (+ visit to growers / Centifolia rose in May, Jasmin and Tuberose in September).

The second week is dedicated to cosmetic formulation only with natural products and natural fragrances (Candles, soap, shower gel, shampoo, body milk, body oil...).

*Location: Grasse – Duration: 2 weeks – Period: May and September (2 sessions) – Price: 2500 €*
c. Scents of Provence
This one-week workshop take place in Forcalquier (in Provence, the land of lavender). We welcome you in an authentic and beautiful 13th Century Convent, to make you discover all the olfactory richness of Provençal aromatic plants and their applications in modern perfumery. You will also visit the local growers and distilleries.

Location: Forcalquier – Duration: 1 week – Period: End of June – beginning of July (3 sessions) – Price: 1700 €

d. Taste & Smell: playing on your senses
A one-week course to discover the resemblances and the differences between the olfactory universes of the perfume and some food or beverage products (wine, tea, coffee and chocolate)...

Location: Grasse – Duration: 1 week – Period: September (1 session) – Price: 1700 €
2 - Advanced courses

e. Fragrance Summer School – Level 2

Genealogy and fragrance creation

Original synthetic and natural raw materials.
Genealogy of perfumes: Trends and launching of Feminine and Masculine fragrances.
Functional applications (i.e. candle, soap, cream...).
Location: Grasse – Duration: 2 weeks – Period: April and October (2 sessions) – Price: 2600 €

f. Natural Fragrance – Level 2

Creation and formulation of complex fragrances: floral, woody, chypre, fougere, leather.

How to adapt those fragrances to different kind of products:

- fine fragrances : Eau de toilette, Eau de parfum
- waxy bases : solid fragrance, candle
- oily bases : massage oil, skin care oil
- watery bases : alcohol free fragrances, facial toner
- gel : hair styling gel
- toiletries : shower gel, soap

Study of compatibility problems.

Have an insight on technical formulation. Consider the nature-identical molecules. Deal with the costs of formulas.
**g. Scents of Provence – Level 2**

Raw materials (naturals and synthetics) : you will continue to discover the palette of raw materials used by the perfumer ;

Olfactive sessions. Genealogy of perfumes. Studies of the different olfactive families. Olfactive evaluation of famous perfumes. Studies of perfume accords

You will discover some basic floral notes and the main accord used in perfumery (citrus, chypre, fougerē...)

Creation and fragrance composition. Formulation sessions

Walk into the rose field in Grasse.

*Location: Grasse – Duration: 1 week – Period: May (1 session) – Price: 1800 €*
h. Practical Analysis of Flavor and Fragrance Materials

Modern flavors and fragrances are complex formulated products containing blends of aroma compounds with auxiliary materials, enabling desirable flavors or fragrances to be added to a huge range of products. The analytical chemistry of flavor and fragrance materials presents specific challenges to the analytical chemist, as most of the chemicals involved are highly volatile, present in very small amounts and in complex mixtures.

This one-week workshop is organized with the collaboration of the ERINI institute (European Research Institute on Natural Ingredients).

The course is designed for people having a good chemistry background (Bachelor, Master or a good practical experience).

Location: Grasse – Duration: 1 week – Period: May (1 session) – Price: 1800 €
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